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With the advent and extensive use of state-variable formulations for 
dynamical systems, a great deal of interest has appeared for similitary trans
formations. Many papers have treated the problem of obtaining the phase
variable canonical form [1 ... 10]. Nowadays, other transformation problems 
are in the focus of attention. One of the basic problems is perhaps the trans
formation from phase-variable form to canonical forms with explicit eigen
values. Tou [11, 12] has shown that, when starting with the phase-variable 
form, transformation by means of the VANDERl\IONDE matrix results in the 
desired diagonal form in the system matrix for the case of distinct eigenvalues. 
Moreover, Tou has also given formulas for determining the inverse of the 
VANDERl\IONDE matrix. Many other papers were dealing withe the same problem 
[13 ... 17] giving some improvements to the method. For the cases involving 
repeated eigenvalues, the modified (or confluent) VANDERl\IONDE matrix 
transforms the system matrix to a JORDAN canonical form. Now, the question 
arises how to determine the inverse of the confluent VANDERl\IONDE matrix. 

In many previous papers, e.g. in [18,19,20], it was shown that a complete 
analysis of the dynamical system involved required the determination of the 
inverse modal matrices. Many suggestions were made for the computation of 
the confluent inverse VANDERl\IONDE matrix [18, 26], the VANDERl\IONDE 

matrix being a modal matrix for the companion matrix, that is, for the system 
matrix in phase-variable form. Although inversion can be accomplished by 
usual methods, a direct evaluation of the inverse matrices in terms of system 
parameters is desirable. The inverse matrices could then be evaluated from 
certain general forms 'without resorting to inversion methods. At the same time 
an insight into the composition of matrix elements would be possible. In some 
cases one or another method may also have considerable practical adventage. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a comparison between the suggest
ed methods. At the same time we will endeavour to point out the connection 
links between the various methods. 

1* 
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1. Problem formulation 

Let us start from the well-known phase-yariahle form 

r '-1 r -Ir -I r -I 

Xl 0 1 0 0 0 Xl 0 

x., 0 0 1 0 0 x:! 0 

-l... II (1) 

X"-1 0 0 0 0 1 X"_1 0 

un - 2 -a"_l Xn 1 
...1_ ...I L ...I 

~t'n (I() - a1 (12 
L ...I L 

J - [ bo, b1, b2 , b"-2' b"-l ] x. 

The corresponding signal-flow graph is depicted in Fig. 1. Eq. (1) put in 
short-hand notation reads 

x 

J = cT x. (2 ) 

We omitted from the last ro'w of Eq. (1) or (2) the term doll for the sake of 
simplicity. It should he mentioned that the latter term means a parallel branch 
from node II to node v in Fig. 1 not influencing otherwise the main part of the 
signal-flow graphs or the corresponding equatiom. 

Fig. 1. State diagram of Eq. (1.) Q means here an integrator 

It is to be emphasized that many other phase-variable forms exist. 
The form giycn in Eq. (1) will be called the principle variant, whereas any 
other particular variant may be obtained by an appropriate transformation 
x = K x' or by renumbering the phase variables. 

By introducing an appropriate linear transformation 

x = L z, z = L -1 X (3) 
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from Eq. (2) ·we may obtain the JORDA~ canonical form: 

Jz h II ( 4) 

y = eTz. 

Here, the JORDA~ matrix is giYen in pseudodiagonal form: as a hypermatrix 

(5) 

... km = n. Furthermore, 

h = L-1ho, eT c~L . (6) 
In Eq. (5) the k i X k i matrix 

( i 1,2, ... , m) (7) 

L 

is a so-called JORDA],; hlock containing the eigenyaiue I-i with multiplicity k i• 

If some of the eigenvalues is distinct (ki = 1 :li) then the correponding 
J ORDA~ hlock reduces to a scalar quantity which is the eigenvalue itself, 

Ji = I." :li. 
For short, transformation (3) with result (5) will he called modal trans

formation, and L is then called a modal matrix 1\:1, L = 1\1. 
Attention is focused on the problem how to obtain L and furthermore 

L-l in order to get Eq. (5). 
_\5 it is well known [27,37] the original YA~DER:\IO~DE matrix is a modal 

matrix yielding a diagonal form, furthermore an appropriate modal transfor
mation matrix for satisfying Eq. (5) is the confluent YA~DER'IO"iDE matrix: 

where 
r 

1 

i·T 
V I 

v· I 

o 
1 

v [V l' V 2' ... , Vm ] 

o 
o 

1 

(n - 1)/.1'-2 ~ (n - l)(n 
2 ! 

[ _ v-' 1 " 
VI·' ,., - v· 

2! " 
... ] 

(8) 

(9a) 

.)) "/l-:l 
~ I. . .. 

(9b) 
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is an n X k i VANDERl\IONDE block with corresponding 1l X 1 vectors Vi and its 
derivatives. 

Relatively few is spoken about h, that is, how to determine Land L-l 
in order to obtain h in a certain special form at the same time to satisfy 
Eq. (5). The latter problem was treated in [18] in some extent. It can be shown 
that h can get the very simple form: 

h 

o 
o 

o 
1 

-, 

(i = 1,2, ... , m) (10) 

.J 

where ji is a k i X 1 matrix, alternatively h may be expressed in the somewhat 
more complicated form: 

1 
1 

(11) 
h =1 

1 
1 

L 

where h is a n X 1 matrix. 
For Eqs (10), (5) and (7), ·we obtain the principal variant of JORDAN 

form. Any other case will be called a particular case. 
It should, however, be emphasized that VANDERMONDE matrices V, 

or other modal matrices M, do not fulfil automatically neither Eq. (10) nor 

Eq. (11): 

For this purpose special T 
duced such that in general 

L=MT, 

commutativity matrices must be intro-

(12) 

or specifically 
L = VT, L-I = T-I V-I 

with VANDERl\IONDE matrix V as given in Eq. (8). In such cases 

(13) 

where h is given in Eq. (10) or Eq. (ll), see [18]. 
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After this introductory remark we shall concentrate our attention on 
the determination of the JORDAN canonical form and especially on the compu
tation of V-I. 

2. First :tvIethod 

Let us apply first LAPLAcE transformation technique on Eq. (2) neglect
ing initial conditions. 

The suggested method is one of the most common ones. In textbooks, 
see for example [29, 30, 32, 36], this method was applicd for a single repeated 
eigenvalue with many distinct eigenvalues. Here we shall analyse the case 
of many repeated eigenvalues, that is, in the most general form when a dis
tinct eigenvalue constitutes the special case of a repeated one. With the 
transformation technique in Eq. (2): 

s X(s) = Ao X(s) + ho U(s) 

Y(s) = e~ X(s).] (14) 

After some rearrangement the transfer function of the dynamical system may 
be obtained in the form: 

G (s) = ~~:~ = ensI AO]-l ho' 

The latter may be expressed as the ratio of two polynomials. 

G(s) = N(s) 
D(s) 

(15) 

(16) 

where the order of D(s) is n, and the order of N(s) is at most n-I. W'ithout 
loss of generality the so-called characteristic polynomial, that is, the denomi
nator polynomial D(s) can be expressed as 

D(s) = (s is -)" )"'" ••• \ 'm (17) 

where the zeros ;.i of the latter are the repeated eigenvalues of multiplicity 
k i in the system matrix Ao' The partial fraction form of G(s) in Eq. (16) can 
be written as 

G(s) = 
cF) , ql) 

- ---=---- + ... 
(s - }.d" '(s }'l)",-l 

c~m) 
(18) 

or 
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where the coefficients can be obtained from 

1 d(j-I) [ " __ N(s) 1 
Cli) = lim (s I )'" J 

] s-,i_; (j I)! ds(j-l) - --i D(s) 

which, for a distinct eigenyalue (ki = 1) reduces to 

qi) = lim (s - }.J . 
s-·i; D(s) 

According to Eq. (15) the output is 

Y(s) = G(s)U(s) 

which, with (19) in mind, may be giyen as 

where 

m !cc C (i) U( ) m I: 
Yts) = )" )" j" S _ =::5' Y CV) Z<'i!(s) 

r:i j':i (s -- J.J':;-J":"l ;':i 1=i ] ] 

Z(i)(s) = _. 
] - (s 

U(s) 
}·i)"i-j":"l 

(i 1,2, .. . ,TIl) 

(j= 1,2, .. . ,k i 1). 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

From the latter expressions the following relationships arc easily obtained: 

Z\i)(s) = 1 Zj~l(S) 
} - (s ---- }.J 

(j= 1,2 . .. ,ki 1) 

(i 1,2 ... ,111). 
(25 ) 

Applying inyerse LULACE transforms to Eqs (24-) and (25) we haye the state 
equations 

~(i) 
"'1 J" ~(i) 

'1 ~1 

~(i) 
~3 

;.(i) - / - 'I .... ·k; - -i .'I:t L 

whereas Eq. (23) yields 

m hi 

." "....,;.' C(i) .,\i) 
-" ...:.'",,;,;;; J .... ] • 

i=1 j=l 

(i = 1,2, ... , TIl) (26) 

(27) 
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Eqs (26) and (27) are exactly in the form as prescribed by Eqs (5), 
(7) and (10) whereas nctor cT can be expressed by Eq. (27) as 

T _ r T T T] C -_c1,c::!"",cm (28) 
with 

(29) 

As a consequence of Eqs (26) and (27) the state diagram in form of a 
signal-flow diagram can be plotted as shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. State diagram of Eqs (26) and (27). Q means here an integrator 

By the way, let us remark that if Eq. (11), instead of Eq. (10) should be satis
fied. then the state yariables are to he defined in a somewhat different form: 

whereas Eq. (29) is rt'placed by 

C'1; = [C(i). C(i) 
l 1 ": 2 

;;;--j--1 

"'~ 
1=1 (s j.y 

qiJ, ... , C~/ 

(24* ) 

(29*) 

It should he emphasiz!'d that according to Eq. (15) the determination of trans
fer function G(s) seems to inyoh'e a matrix iuYersion. The latter can, howeyer, 
easily be avoid!'d in practice. Taking the LAP LACE transform of each row 
separately in Eq. (1), and n!'glecting initial conditions, -we obtain from the 
first (n· 1) rows 

(j = 2, 3, ' , " n) (30) 

and form th!' n-th row 

Xl (s) 1 
U (s) s"-,-a

ll
_ 1s,,-l, , ,'-:"'a

1 
s..-;-ao 

(31 ) 
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whereas the (n + 1 )th row yields 

G(s) = Y(s) = 
U(s) s" a"-l S,,-l + (32) 

3. First Conclusion 

The suggested method for obtainiug the J ORDAZ'i canonical form seems 
to be the easiest and most straightforward one. Neither matrix inversions nor 
complicated matrix manipulation are necessary. The number of eigenvalues 
or their multiplicity is not constrained. It supposes, however, the knowledge 
of LAP LACE transformation techniques. 

The suggested method is not quite new; for a single repeated eigenvalue 
and many distinct eigenvalues it was given for example in [29, 30, 32, 36], 
for many multiple eigenvalues the method is, ho·wever, formulated perhaps 
here for the first time. 

The JORDAN canonical form was seen to be directly obtained and the 
determination of the inverse VANDERMONDE matrix or any other modal 
matrices to be completely avoided. The latter is an advantage from the point 
of view of the practice but spoils our pleasure in determining JORDAN forms 
through the VANDER1\IONDE matrix and its inverse. 

4. Second Method 

Recently a simple method was suggested for the determination of the 
inverse VANDERMONDE matrix which applied also LAPLACE transforms. BECK 

and LANCE [19] based their method on forced systems assuming a special 
input matrix B and input vectors u, the former had to be an identity matrix 
while the latter special vectors with all zero components but one. This is, 
however, not a necessity. 

In the opinion of the author of this paper the method is clearer and more 
natural by starting with unforced systems subject to initial conditions, as 
modal and inverse modal matrices are originally defined for system matrices 
A and have nothing to do with input matrices B. 

Taking the LAPLACE transform of the unforced system (u = 0) in 
Eq. (1) subject to non-zero initial conditions 'we obtain 

sX(s) = Ao X(s) + x(O) (33) 

and, applying the modal transformation given in Eq. (3) with L = V we may 
write 

sZ(s) = J Z(s) + V-I x(O) (34) 
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where J = V-I A V. After rearrangement 

Z(s) = [sI - J]-1 V-IX(O) 
and 

X(s) = V Z(s) = V[sI J]-1 V-I x(O). 

Let us see one of the JORDAN blocks in Eq. (34) 

sZ(i) (s) = JiZ(O (s) + W(O x(O) 

349 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

where WC!) is a corresponding k i X n submatrix of V-I. Eq. (37) written out 
in detail reads 

sZfi) (s) = i'i Zfi) (s) + Z£O (s) w~(O x(O) 

sZ~i) (s) = }'i Z~i) (s) + Z~i) (s) + w;(i) x(O) 

wT(i) x(O) ", -

where wJU) is the j-th row vector of WU) . 

Successive substitutions and some algebraic manipulations yield 

For a distinct eigenvalue this would reduce to 

TO ( ) Z~i)(s) = Wl I x.O 
(s J.i ) 

Now, Eqs (8), (9) and (36) show that 

or by Eq. (39) 
m k, w'W) x(O) 

XI(s) = ~ ~ J . 
i=1 j=l (s },,-)1 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

By the -way, the latter equation has a close resemblance to Eq. (23) when 
taking also Eq. (24) into consideration. 

Eq. (42) written in detailed form yields 

m k; 10(i) X (0) r r IV(i) X (0) X (s) = '" ~ jl - 1 T ... T jn n 
1 ..,.;;", /, (. ' 

i=17::1 s J'i)' 
(43) 
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where W):), ... , IV);; are the components of row vector wJ(il or In other words 

the corresponding elements in the (kI ... ki -1 --'- j)-th row of the inverse 
modal matrix V-I = W. Our task is just to obtain elements w;;>. 

In Eq. (42),~Xl(S) is the first component ofX(s), thus, it could be obtained 
from Eq. (36) or-more directly from 

X(s) = [sI - A]-J x(O). (44) 

This expression looks somewhat complicated iIlYoh-ing matrix inyersion. 
The latter, how-eyer, can completely be ayoided introducing successiYe substi
tutions similar to Eqs (30), (31), (32). Instead of Eq. (30) we han now 

j-l 
Xj(s) = Sj- IX 1(S) ~ sj-k-l "1,(0) (45) 

k~l 

(j=2,3, ... ,n) 

and from the ll-th row of the L.-\.PLACE transform of Eq. (1), assuming II 0, 
we obtain 

n n Tl n 
~ ~ a S"-k x .(0) ",;;;;.,...::, lz /1 

"~I"~I: 

"'" "a S"-I, ,. (0) -' . I, '~I' ;;:1 h:/~·· • 
(46) 

where ali = 1. The relationship in Eq. (46) can also be expressed as 

n n 
~ ~ a· S"-I, x .(0) 

..... ..;;;,.. fl I~ 

( s 
1,~I"=1: 1) . (47) 

It should be emphasized that the latter expression can directly be de
scribed by inspection. Comparing Eqs (47) and (43) it is easily seen that the 
elements of the inyerse VX:\,DER:\IOl'iDE matrix V-I = W can be calculated 
by direct conyentionalmethods based on partial fraction expansion technique. 

Setting for example 

for Eqs (47) and (43) 

for k = I 
for k I 

m k£ 

"'" "'" ..:.. .-;;;., ---'-. ). 
i=I j=l (s J' i J 

(48) 

(-19) 
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where 

1 d(l;;-j) 
u'\;) = lim _ (s 

JI s-i_; (k; - j)! ds(l:;-J) 

(j = 1, 2, ... , k;) 

with special polynomials 

lY 
i,;),;; 

D(s) 

351 

(50) 

a/ (l = 1,2, ' . " n), (51) 

According to HORl\"ER'S scheme 1\'1(S) can also be expressed as 

It is easily seen that 1\'1(S) is at the same time a truncated polynomial of the 
denumerator polynomial D(s) divided by Si. Furthermore, according to Eq, 
(49) the elements lO)? can be obtained hy partial fraction expansion, wj? being 
the coefficient belonging to (s -- i.;)-J. 
The loth column of the inverse VA:'\"DER_'lO:'\"DE matrix W is, then, 

r (1)-1 r -I 

VI lOW 
v(2) 

I wW 
VI with v(i) -1-

(52) 

v(m) 
LI ---I 

It')21 
L ---I 

that is, an arbitrary element in the loth column and l'-th rO'I- can he expressed as 

(i = 1,2, .. " m) 
( '-I? k) ] - , -, ... ,; (53 ) 
(l = 1, 2, ... , n) 

Finally, we mention that the inverse L.ULACE transform of Eq. (49) 
yields 

m li.i 
X (t) = -....:' ...., w\i) 

1 .",;;;;",~. Jf (' 
;=1 j=l ] 

(54 ) 

It is readily seen that from a physical point of view u,;;) is the coefficient of the 
i-th modal transient process subject to the initial condition XI(O) and helonging 
to the j-th multiplicity. 
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5. Second Conclusion 

The second method allows e....-aluation of the elements of inverse VANDER

}IONDE matrix W from explicit analytic forms. This has a practical value, 
hut the insight to he gained from the identification of matrix elements w;? 
with system behaviour is of even greater interest. The elements in the loth 
column are exclusively due to the initial condition of the loth state variable, 
Xl (0). Furthermore wjP is the coefficient of the i-th mode connected with eigen
....-alue ;.i, yielding the transient response of the first state ....-ariable due to mul
tiplicity j, see Eqs (49) and (54). Of course, this interpretation holds true to 
the elements IVrl of the inverse VANDERMORE matrix regardless of how they 
were calculated. 

The second method has serious disadvantages compared to the first 
method. Here, partial fraction expansion is separately required for every 
column of the inverse VANDER\IONDE matrix, whereas in the first method 
one partial fraction expansion is enough. Thus, the second method is at least 
n-times more laborious than the first one. Even the computation work is 
increased because after having the inverse VANDERMONDE matrix V-I, further 
matrix manipulations are to be made for obtaining the canonical form, Eqs 
(5) and (6) including the determination of an appropriate matrix T and its 
inverse T-l to obtain h in form of Eq. (10), whereas the first method eschews 
all these problems by giving directly the final solution. 

6. A Supplementary Remark 

The elements in the last column of the inverse VANDERMONDE matrix 
play a very specific and important role. These elements can be computed for 
distinct eigenvalues by 

1 s ~- n 1 
w· = Res--~ = ././ In S=i.i D(s) D(s) j=l }·i - }.j 

j=r6i 

whereas for multiple eigen....-alues by 

1 d(lCi-j) [ 1 1 
wj~ = lin: j)! (s - }·i)"i D(s) 

S-·/·i (k i dS(ki-j) 

which means for j = k i : 

w~ln = Res _1_ 
S=i·i D(s) 

(s ll·)ki nl 1 
= 11 (' , )k' D( s) :s= ).1 j=l I'i - I'j J 

j#i 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 
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By the way, introducing D;(s) for D(s)j(s i.;)k i Eqs (57) and (58) can also 
be expressed as 

1 d(kj-j) 1 
w(i) = lim -------

Jll S-.i.i (k; j)! ds(lCj-j) Di(S) 
(57*) 

and 

(58*) 

Choosing xl1 (O) b(t) = u(t), that is, X I1 (O) = U(s), Eq. (49) yields 

(58) 

furthermore from Eq. (1), with zero initial conditions we have as in Eq. (30): 

(k = 2,3, ... , n) . (59) 

Thus, the LAPLACE transform of the output is given by 

From the latter the transfer function is 

m kj u./i) 
G(s) = ~ ~ _-,-J;.:..ll -: [b _ SI1-1 ....:;. _ ( • . )j II 1 

i=1 j=1 SI., 
(61) 

A comparison with Eq. (19) or applying Eq. (20) yields the connection between 
the corresponding coefficients in the form of 

1 d(j-l) [ I" w(i) ll-1 ] 
CjO = li~ ( . (s - i.y" ~ jf~ jf ~ b" sk • 

S~/.j ] I)! dS(j-l) j'=1 (s I. i) k=O 
(62) 

This can also be expressed as 

1 d(j-I) "i 
C(O = lim ~ Wy~, (s - }'i)"i-j' N(s). (62*) 

J S---o.i.i (j I)! dS(j-l) j'=! 

If there is no numerator dynamics then the last sum reduces to boo For distinct 
eigenvalues Eq. (62) reduces to 

(63) 
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and for no numerator dynamics to 

(64) 

Eqs (62), (63) and (64) yield in closed form the coefficients cyJ or c~!) in terms 
of elements l(,)~ and coefficients bi;. 

7. Determination of Commutativity Matrices 

\Ve have seen in Eq (12) that a special commutativity matrix T and its 
im-erse T-l must he determined in order to satisfy Eq. (13) together with 
e.g. Eq. (10). No'w, let us concentrate to the df'termination of matrices 
mentioned. 

The commutativitv character is expressed by 

T-IJ T = J (65) 
or 

JT = T J, (66) 

which shows that T and J, as well as T-J and J must co mmute. As the JORDA'.> 

matrix J is given in pseudodiagonal form, see Eq. (5), according to Eq. (66) 
so are T and T-l: 

m ore oyer the inverse of T, is even Ti 1, where T, and Ti 1 are k, X k! matrices. 
Thus, Eqs (56) and (66) are also valid for each JORDAI' hlock 

(67) 
and 

(68) 

Evaluating the latter relationships, for the elements tl:l of Ti and ele
ments T)2 ofTi 1 it becomes ohvious that hoth Ti and Ti 1 are upper triangular 
matrices. Moreover 

tW = tW = 

tW = tW = (69) 
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and similarlv 

T(l;l) = T~~J = ... = T,(iL1 k'-l = T(,!) / .. :""- T1(i) 
__ 'I 1"1 -t, 'I 

TiP = TW = T}!l-l.k; T}O (70) 

(i) - (0 /'.. (i) 
T1,k.-1 - Tki = Tki-1 

TEL /'.. T~( 

where /'.. means "by definition" and serves to introduce new quantItIes. 
Hence, the elements in each diagonal are equal. Furthermore, according to 
Eqs (2), (13) and (52) 

(71) 

or for the i-th JORDAN block by Eqs (10) and (52) 

(72) 

Eq. (72) written out in detailed form yields the simultaneous set of equations: 

(73) 

and so on. By successive substitutions Eqs (73) can easily be solved, yielding 
the elements TYJ in terms of elements IV):;,. Instead of this we put first Eq. (72) 
into the form 

which means in detailed form 

wm = t,,; 

wg; = t";_l 

W";,Tl = t1 • 

(74) 

Hence, the elements of the commutatIvIty matrix T are uniquely expressed 
by the elements of the last column of W. Now, matrix inversion would yield 

2 Periodica Polytechnica El 18j4 
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elements TY) of the inverse commutatlvlty matrix T-1. Instead, we remark 
that on the basis of TT-I = I we can write 

t]T1 = 1 

t1T2 + t2T] = 0 (76) 

o 

and so on. Solving explicitly this simultaneous set of equations by successive 
substitutions the first six results are summarized in Table 1. 

Table I 

Element T\i) of T:-1 in terms of elements tl i ) o.f T,· 
J - I • J 

(i) _ 1 [( t~i) )2 t~i) J 
T;J - -;m -;m --;m' 

1 1. 1 

1 r (" t(i) ) a t<i) t(i) T(i) - _ __ -.L _.) --.L _3_ 

·1 - t(i) t(i) - t(i) t(i) 
1 1 I I 

TV) = _1_ [ ( t}i) ) ! _ 3 r" t}i) )" 2 1;\0 
o t(i) t(i) t(i) t(i) 

1] \ 1 1 

(i - 1 t- r t~i) 1
3 

• r" t}i) 1":1 T )--- -- --4-
fl t(i) t(i) tU) 

1 ,1; 1 , 

tU) l"t(0)2 3~ _:1_ 

tii ) tli). 
2 

t~i) 

t\i) t\i) 

~ 3 ( t}i) ") 2 
" t(i) t(i) 

1" I 

t~i) t(i) t(i) ] ') _3 ___ .1_ -L ~ 
- tli) t(i) , t(i) , 

,1 1 

(j = 2,3, .. _,k,). 

Any element Tj'l can also be obtained by the ~ecurrent relationship 

1 
U=2,3, ... ,k,). (77) 
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Taking also Eq. (75) into consideration: 

,(i) ___ 1_ 
1 - Cl 

lV,:,'.f1 
j-l 

rV) 1 
w(i) U) -- --- ~ ] w(i) .... ki- Il ,fl 'j-h, (j = 2,3, ... , kJ. (78) 

',",i.n h=1 

Although Table 1 is sufficient to determine elements ,ji) in terms of It')~? when 
Eq. (75) is taken into consideration, for the sake of convenience Table 2 is 
compiled. 

Table II 

Elements Ty) of T-l in terms of elements u-):; of W 

i, .(i) , 

1

.35',:,-2.n) 
It'(i) 

. kiln, 

1
"(;) J vli.j,-·Ln .. 

IC)!!n . 

3 'V/:;-l,n 

( 

l ,.(l) ) 2 

'zr(i) ('1,.(0 )2 _ 3 l:i-1 ,l1 "I:i-'2,ll - 2 
, 1,,(i) 1,·(i) I 

"J;i,1"1 "1;;.11 , 

,(i) =
] 

(j = 2,3, .. . ,kJ. 

Finally, we remark that Eqs (6) and (12) yield 

eT = e~VT 

w(i) 
ki,n 

(79) 

which, according to Eqs (9) and (75) results in the same relationships as Eq. 
(1 .(i) (62) expressing coefficients C/ in terms of elements le jll and coefficients b. 

2* 
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8. Illustrative Examples 

First Example. Let us start with the phase-variahle form 

[ z:] U' 
1 
0 
3x2 ~ 1 [:~l [~J u 

3x x3 1 

)'. - [K, 0, 0] x. 

The corresponding transfer function is 

K 
G(s) =---

(s + x)3 

K 

According to Eq. (20) in the first method we have 

Gill = K; 

Thus, the J ORDAl'I canonical form can he expressed as 

n [ -~ ~2 
"'3 

1 
:x 
o 

). =[ K, 0, 0] z. 

Following the second method, from Eq. (51) we have 

N (s) - S2 ..L 3xs ..L 3az. N ~(s) = s - 1 - I I , " 

and applying Eq. (50) after some calculation 

V-I 

'whereas, according to Eq. (9) 

V 

Keeping a check on, the result is 

o 
1 

2x 

o 
1 

--2x 

V-I V = 1\'1-1 M = M M-I = V V-I = I, 
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indeed. As V-I hO = h is in the form of Eq. (10) we obtained directly the prin
cipal variant and the commutativity matrix as well, as its inverse is in this case 

T = I = T-I. 

The last equation holds for every case when the J ORDAl'< matrix is com
posed by a single J ORDAl'< block. Finally, 

eT = e~ L = e~ V = e~ = [K, 0, 0]. 

Furthermore, Eq. (62) is also satisfied. 

Second Example. Let the phase-variable form be 

[
Xl] 
X. 
x; 
y = [ K, 

1 
o 

-2xp - x2 

0, 

The corresponding transfer function is 

K 
G(s) = ------

(s x)2 (s + p) s~ 

o 
1 

-2x 

0] 

K 

x. 

Following the first method, according to Eq. (20) we can compute 

C(l)-~ ql)= 1 - , 
p-x 

leading to the J ORDAl'< canonical form 

[:,] - [ , 1 
~., - 0 -x 
z; 0 0 

[pKx' 
K 

y 
«(3 -- C1:)~ 

The mod al matrix is now 

K 

(p 

«(3 

o 
1 

27. 

)" x -

JJ 
K 

xf J 

C(~) -
K 

1 - (p r Cl: -

[:,] m .... 2-

z3 

z. 

II 
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Following the second method, from Eq. (51) we haye 

(') I:J) -,-x 7 P S (2x[1 S - (2z 

and, applying Eq. (50) after some computation 

:J.) p-
- 1] [W\\' wW 

:J x = uW !Vg> p 

1 lcHl 1CW 
Now 

V-lb = [f3- X 
• -1 

o (f3 - xf ' (f3 -z)2 
" 1 .) JT T [0, 1, 1 F, 

(p -- z)-

Applying Table :2 with kl = 2 

i"~l) = - -- ~ = 1 
1 

[ 
1,,(1) ] 

- wW wW 
and with k2 = 1 

The appropriate inverse commutativity matrix is then 

[
/3 Z 

T-l = ~ 

yielding indeed the desired vector b: 

1, 

Furthermore from Eq. (75) for i = 1 we have 

and for i 

1 

(f3 z)~ 

rt.1) _ IC(I) _ -z 
1 - ~r1 - (f3 )') } -x-

1 

fJ-z 

1 
t\2) = lCH! = ---

(f3 - z)~ 

"if] !Vg> , 
!Vg> 
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The commutativity matrix itself is then 

r -I 

1 1 
0 

f3-x (13 x -r 
T= 0 

1 
0 ---

f3-x 

0 0 
1 

(13 - X)2 
....J. 

To keep a check on the commutativity matrix 

-I 

X 13 0 
f3-x (13 - X)2 

TJ= 0 
x 

0 =JT 
f3-x 

0 0 13 
(13 x)2 

so T-l J T = J is satisfied, indeed. Finally 

cT=c'5VT=[K, 0, K] T= --, - ---l K K 

f3-x (f3-xf 
K ] 

(13 - xf 
The latter result, which can also be obtained from Eq. (62), corresponds that 
obtained by the first method. 
Third Example. In [21] it has been shown that for the VAl'DER.\IOl'DE matrix 

r -I 

1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 -2 1 -3 
1 -2 1 4 -4 9 

v- I 3 3 8 12 -,--27 
1 --4 6 16 -32 81 
1 5 10 32 80 -234 

L ....J 

by an appropriate algorithm, see Chapter 12, the inverse matrix can be ohtaine d 
as: 

r 16.5 58.0 83.125 56.375 17.875 2.125-1 

- 9.0 36.0 ---52.25 -34.75 10.75 1.25 
6.0 20.0 ·r - 15.5 4.5 0.5 V-I ~;).;) 

-
15.0 56.0 -80.0 - 54.0 --17.0 2.0 

-- 6.0 23.0 34.0 -24.0 8.0 -1.0 
L- 0.5 2.0 -- 3.125 -- 2.375 0.87.::; --0.125....J 
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::\'ow, the characteristic equation is 

D(s) (s 1)3(s 2)2(s 3) = 

= S6 + 10s5 40s 1 + 82s:1 -+- 9ls2 + 52s 12 = 0 . 

Thus, the numerator polynomials are 

Nz(s) = SI + 10s3 

N 3(s) = s:J 10s2 

NJ(s) = S2 10s 

N 5(s) = s 10 

Nr,(s) = 1. 

40s2 + 82s -+- 91 

40s + 82 

40 

For example, the last column of V-I can be computed by means of Eq. (50) 
as follows: 

N (s) . 
'10(1) = (s -L 1)3 _-_6_ 

36 I D(s) 
N 6(s) , 

Dl(s) 'S~-1 

1 

(s 2)2(S+3) 
=~=0.5 

2 

= _ (s + 2) (3s + 8) i = _ 5 _ = _ 1.25 
-1 (s 2)4 (s + 3)2 !S=-1 4 . 

(s 3)](s+2)(3s+8)! 

2)2 Nr,(s) 
D(s) 

N 6(s) 

Dz(s) 

iS~_1 

1 

68 = 2.125 
32 

1 

(s + 1)3 (s -7- 3) 
=-1 

s=-;'; 

2 

1 

w~~1 = (s 
3) 1V6(s) N 6(s) : 

D3(s) s~-:l D3(s) (s + 1)3 (s + 2)2 
= ~= -0.125. 

8 

Then, Eq. (75) yields 

tF) = 0.5; t~1) = - 1.25; tp) 2.125 

ti2) - 1: t~2) = 2 : 

t?) = -- 0.125 
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and from Table 1 we obtain 

TF) -- 1; 

Tl3) = - 8. 

T
(2) - '). 
2, --, 

9. Third Method 

363-

It is well known e.g [11, 12] that for distinct eigenvalues the elements 
If rl of the inverse VANDERMONDE matrix W = V-I can be obtained from the 
r-th LAGRANGE polynomial 

I! 

P r (?) = .:E Wrl ;.1-1 ,(r = 1,2 ... , n) 
1=1 

as the coefficients corresponding to ;.1_\ where 

11 }~-i.l 
PA}·) = II---'-

1=1 J'r - ;'1 
z¥=r 

(r=I,2, ... ,n). 

(80) 

(81) 

This statement is clarified by the fact that according to Eq. (80), Pr(/.j) expresses 
the scalar or inner product of the r-th row ofW and the j-th column of V which, 
according to Eq. (81), is equal to 6rj' -where 6rj is the KRONECKER symbol 
(6r j = 0, for r # j and 6r j = 1, for r = j) yielding WV = I. 

Now, the question arises whether a similar method is also applicable 
to multiple eigenvalues. The answer is yes, but LAGRANGE interpolation poly
nomials haye to be replaced by HER:\IlTIAN ones. 

L h .. fW-b .T(i) '-1') . '-1') k et t e ro" "\ ectors 0 e W j , L - ,~, ••• , rn, ] - ,-, ... , i 

and the column vectors of V as giyen in Eq. (9). Then, the property W V = I 
prescribes 

1 
""T(i) ---- vhl1- 1) 

} (h-I)! 

(i= 1,2, .. . ,m) 

(h,j, k = 1,2, ... , kJ. 
(82) 

Suppose Pj(i) (I.) are appropriate polynomials. Then, Eq. (80) must be further 
yalid: 

I! 

P (") ~ (i) "1-1 
j(i) I. = .;;;.; lVjl I. • (83) 

1=1 

For i. = i.I;, Eqs (83) and (82) lead to 

(84) 
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Differentiating Eq. (83) with respect to i. yields 

Tl 

P ' (") - ~ .. (i) (I 1) "1-2 j(i) I. -..:; ltjl - I. . (85) 
[-"I 

For i. i.r., Eqs (85) and (82\ haye to lead to 

(86) 

Differentiating once more 

Tl 

Pj(i)(i.) = :E lOW (1-1) (1- 2) i.l- 3 • (87) 
1=3 

For i. = i.t;, Eqs (87) and (82) have to yield 

P I! (") _ 9 'S -' j(i) I. - ~ • Uili Uj3 • (88) 
In general 

Tl 

PjiMi.) = ~' wjfl i. l -
q

-
1 

l=q+l (1- q -I)! 
(89) 

to yield 

(i,k = 1,2, .. . ,m) 

u(q) (1 ) _ ,-' s 
~ j(i) "k - q. Uili Uj,q+l (j = 1,2, ... , kJ (90) 

(q=O,I, ... ,ki 1) 

A polynomial assuming, together ·with its derivatives, prescribed values, IS 

called HERIHITE interpolation polynomial [38, 39]. Owing to the properties 
expressed in Eq. (90) we will term Pj(i)(i.), i = 1, 2, ... , m; j = 1, 2, ... , k i 

the HER}IITE - KRONECKER interpolation polynomials. 
We emphasize that in contrast to the classical HEmIITE problem, 

where only one polynomial is to be determined, here a set of polynomials 
are to he ohtained. 

In accordance with Eq. (17) let us define 

D(i.) = (i. " ),. (" ")' .. ' ( " 1'1 'I I. - 1'2 '- . •• I. j" )f.:m -m . (91 ) 
Suppose: 

(92) 

or 

(93) 
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where 

(94) 

Eq. (92) is a direct generalization of JOHA:'iSE:.>'S formula [40], valid here for 
a complete set of polynomials. 

If the polynomials Pj(i) p.) were known then coefficients Aj:P could 
easilv be obtained as 

(. ") , 1 dU'-l} [(_ 
A·h.', = hm 1 

].] . (" 1) d;.(j'-l} . 5-·I·i ] - /, 

i .. ,)ICi' P jU ) (i.) J 
[ D(i.) 

(95) 

(i, i' = 1,2, ... , m; j = 1,2, ... , k;,; j' = 1,2, ... , k;,) . 

Here we have, however, an inverse problem, i.e. how to determine co
efficients AjY') in order to satisfy the requirements in Eq. (9). 
First we examine Pl(i)(i.). From Eqs (93) and (84) we obtain 

P ()-) - ,1(1",;) D ()- ) - 1 1U) .; - -':111 ;.;-

that is, 

(' ') 1 A',' =---
- 11 D (- . 

; ).;) 

Eq. (86) and the first derivative of Eq. (93) yield 

P ' . (/-') - A(i,i) D~()-·) ...L .I(i,;) D.()-.) = 0 1(i) ., - 11 ,'[' ·/:1.12 ,'[ 

that is, 

1(; ;) D'()- ) 
-'":11i i ·i D;(L) 

----
D;(}.;) 

Eq. (88) and the second derivative of Eq. (93) yield 

P it . (-.) - ~I(i,;) D':( - .) 1 (1) I., - -:111 ')'[ ') 4.(i,;) D'( -) i ') 4.' D (- ) - 0 .... ..: 12 i 1.[ i ..... ..: 13 i I· i -

that is, 

D';(i.;) 

')D2( - ) ~ ; I.; 

D?(i·ll 
DiU;) 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

The procedure can he continued if necessary. The coefficients Ai::!) being zero 
for i -,-:... i', the final form of Eq. (93) for j 1 becomes 
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AU,i)(, 
-':113 ,. " )., D (") , ),; - i)' -:- ' .. 

(99) 

It is to be emphasized that in order to get the elements in the r-th row inverse 
matrix W = V-l, where r = kl -i- . . . k i - l + 1, PIU) should be arranged 
in terms of powers of i .. 

Next, we analyse P 2(i) (i,). From Eqs (93) and (84) we obtain 

P (j") - AU,i) D (I" ) - 0 2(i) 'i - -':121 i 'i -

that is 

(100) 

Eq. (86) and the first derintive of Eq. (93) yield 

P'· (".) - ,I(i,i) D.(".) - 1 2(/) 1,/ - -':122 / ),/ -

that is, 

(101) 

Eq. (88) and the second derivative of Eq. (93) yield 

P I! • (".) - ') ,;(i,i) D~(" .) 2(/) )./ - ~-':122 / 1,/ ') A(i,i)D.(".) - 0 --'":123 I I~l -

that is 

(102) 

P ( ,) - 4(i,i) (I" 2!.i) f. -..;: 22 .. " ) D (") I A (i,i) (" " )2 D (") I,; ; I, T -':1 23 I, - I,; i I, ••• === 

(103) 

Finally, we analyze P 3UP), From Eqs (93) and (84) as well as from Eq. (86) 
and the first derivatin of Eq. (93) "we obtain 

(104) 
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whereas Eq. (88) and the second derivative of Eq. (93) yield 

') .;(i,i) D (I' ) ') ! 
--':133 i'i = - . 

that is, 

(105) 

Thus, 

P ( ') _ Dp.) (' ')2 I 3U) I. - --.- I. - I' i , ••• 

Di{l·J 
(106) 

The coefficients of these polynomials are the elements of the corresponding 
rO'w. In case of a single repeated eigenvalue the HERIIHTE - KROi'iECKER 
polynomials reduce to binomial polynomials: 

( ' • )j-l 
I. - 1'1 

( . . )n-l 
I, - 1'1 • (107) 

The structure of the latter are given in Eqs (99), (103) and (106). They remain 
the same. 

10. Third Conclusion 

The third method is a direct one avoiding LAPLACE transforms. It gives 
a deep insight into the character of the inverse VAi'iDERl\lOi'iDE matrix. It 
supplies the rows of the latter by constructing appropriate HERl\UTE KRO
NEcKERinterpolation polynomials. For distinct ("igenvalues or a single repeated 
eigenvalue the third method seems to be the simplest, see Eqs. (81) and (107). 

The third method has, however, serious inconveniences. The computation 
of the coefficients A);j:) requires generally more work than does the calculation 
of coefficients wj/) in the second method. Although here we have only to differ
entiate polynomials in factored form, 'whereas in the second method, ratios 
of polynomials are to be differentiated, but at the very end the desired poly
nomials Pj(i) must be obtained in terms of powers of i. requiring complicated 
multiplications. (The multiplications become, however, simpler if the eigen
values are given in numerical form.) 
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We remark that SCHAPPELLE [23, 24] has given closed-form formulas 
but they are very complicated and unlikely to be applied, except if a digital 
computer is available. 

We do also remark that the HER~IITE - KROIXECKER polynomials can 
be compiled for certain structures. An example is shown in Table 3. After 
substituting numerical values the final form is relatively easy to be obtained. 
In case of distinct eigenvalues, HER~IITE - KROIXECKER interpolation poly
nomials reduce to LAGRAIXGE polynomials. In case of a single repeated eigen
value the HER)IITE - KROIXECKER polynomials become binomial polynomials. 

Table III 

HER)UTE-h.ROI'iECKER interpolation polynomials 
For k J = 2, k~ 1: 

For k J 3. k~ 1: 

Pl(-»(i.) = - ----=-
- . (}.l- i·2F 

Fork l 2.k~=2 

( - - )" 1'2 -1'1 -

(i. - i.I ) (i. - i.2) 

(J'1 - }.2) 

-2 
(i. - i·1 ) (i. - i.2F 

(i'1 - i·2f 
(i. }.1) (i. - i· 2 ) 

----.. -------~-

.) Ji'---... _~: .. ___ ~. 
(i'2 - i· 1f 

(i. - i·2J (i. -}.Il 
.. ---"--"~-----~ 

(i. - i· I F 
(i'J - i·2)2 

( ' • ):l 
1'1 - 1'2 

(i.-
-."-'---'---":~ 

(J'l - i·2)2 

(i. - (i. - i·2 ) 

i.-i·2 

Such precalculated polynomials may considerahly facilitate the inversion 
of the YA:'i"DER}W:'i"DE matrix. 
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11. Illustrative Examples 

\Ve ,,-ill solve the same problems as above by the third I1l ethod. 

First Example. If 1'1 = -0: is a single repeated eigenyalue of multiplicity 3, 
th.:n, according to Eq. (107) 

P1(1) (I.) 1; P 2(J) (I.) -+- I.; P 3(1) (i.) x2 -L 2xi, '? 
- x - 1.-

yielding 
.- -I 

1 0 0 
W = V-l - x 1 0 

" 'J 1 x- -x 
L ....J 

Second Example. Let us choose i' l = .- x as a t'wofold eigenvalue and i' 2 

as a distinct eigenyalue. Then Table 3 yields: 

P ( ') _ (),' + x) _(,_i._x..:...).c-.U_" -,--' -,--p),- _ 1 [,'12_ 'J ,'1_ ') . _ "2] 
1(1) I. - - - {J '_xv _xI. I. 

P X «(3 x)2 «(3 - xf 

P
2
(1)(i.) = ' (_i._:---.:.x).....:(_i. --,(3) = __ 1_ [X(32 _ x2(3 -+- «(32 _ x2) i. (,3 x) }.2] 

«(3 x) «(3 - X)2 

P C) (J. X)2 1 [" 
1(2»)' = «(3 )" = «(3 )') x-}-X- }-X-

leading to the same inyerse matrix as in Chapter 8. 

.) (3" , "2] _x 1'1)' 

Third Example. Let us determine, for example, the first and third rows of the 
iln-erse YA'.\'DER.\IO'.\'DE matrix for i'1 ' ,I, k1 = 3; i' 2 = 2, k2 = 2, i.;, 

- 3, k;l = 1. :\' ow, 

D(i.) (i. -i- IrV -i- 2f(i. - 3) 
and 

1.-_-1.--'- : ( " i 'J)"(" 3) 

For the first row, from Eqs (96), (97) and (98): 

and 

-1(11) _ 1 • 411l) __ ,2_ . 4(11) __ 8 
'11 - 2 ' '12 - 4" 13 - 8 8 

17 

8 
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From Eq. (99) 

5 
2)2 (i. + 3) - (J. + 1) (i. 

4 
2)2 (). + 3)-

1'"' - -if- (). + 1)2 (i. + 2)2 (i. + 3) = 16.5 58i. + 83.125i.2 + 56.375}.4 

17.875}:1 + 2.125}.6. 

Similarly, for the third ro·w, from Eq. (106) 

P ( ') _ 1 (- r 1)2(- I '))2(-3(1) I. - - I . ., I • ., - I. 
2 

3) = 6 20}. 25.5}.2 + 15.5i,J 

+ 4.5i.J + 0.5i.6 • 

12. Fourth Method 

For the sake of completeness we remark that in [21], KAUFMAN suggested 
a procedure of obtaining the inverse of the VANDERlI-lONDE matrix. 

This method is a generalization ofthe RE IS [16] and WERTZ [14] methods 
relating to inversion of VANDERlI-lONDE matrix with distinct eigenvalues. 
The computation is based on 

where for distinct eigenvalues 

and 

W = V-I = D-IQ 

q2(i'I) 
q2(i·2) 
Q2(i·,,) 

Defining the characteristic equation in form 

Tl T1 

Ql(i·1) 
Ql (}.2) 
Ql(i.,,) 

D( ') If' (" " ) ~ - '11-i I, =.. I.-I'i =..; ail. 
i=l i=O 

(108) 

(109) 

(1l0) 

(1l1) 

-where the bar denotes a distinction, the elements of matrix Q are giyen in a 
simple algorithm by HORNER'S scheme: 

(i = 1,2, ... , n) 
(1l2) 

(k = 0, ... , n 2) 
and 

(1l3) 
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where suhscript k refers to the degree in I.i. The elements of matrix Dare 

di=~D(I.) 
dl. , 

n 

= 11 (I'i - I.J . 
1=1 

(114) 

).=i.j j=l=i 

For multiple eigenyalues Eq. (108) further holds with a pseudodiagonal 
matrix 

D-1 (115) 

and a hypermatrix 

r 8~ l 
Q= I 

1_ Qm-.1 

(116) 

where the k i X n matrices Qi are given as 

r qn-1(i'i) ... q2(}.i) Q1(i.) 1 -I 

(1) (' ) Qn-l J'i (1)(' ) ... Q2 I'i 1 0 
Qi= (117) 

(1;;-1)(' ) 
L gn-l I· i •• o o ..J 

where I, ... k i 1 are superscripts and do not refer to deriyation. The k i X k i 

matrices D, have the following form 

r 

-where 

(k i +j-l)! 

d\i) -I 
d/) d~i) 

U= 1,2, .. . ,k;), 

Notice that the inyerse D-l of D is giyen as 

3 Periodica Polytechnica El 18/-! 

D-:-1-
I -

r 6,(!) •..• 6~i) 6(10-1 
" -

6~i) 6~i) 

6li ) 

(118) 

(119) 

(120) 
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. 1 
_ (\(i) J,. dID ~(i) ( . ') 3 k ) 

"1 _ J-;-I-5 Us, ] =:.., , ... ,'; 
s=1 

6U) __ 1_ 
1 - dU) 

1 

(121) 

(122) 

The elements of the matrix Q can he obtained from Eqs (112), (113) and, 
using the following recursive algorithm 

(p = 1, ... , k; 1) 

(k = p, ... , n - 2) 
(123) 

also 
(124) 

Thus Eqs (108) and (115) ... (124) can effectively be used in obtaining the 
inverse W = V-I of V. 

It is to be emphasized that on the one hand Eq. (119) can he replaced by 

dli) = 1 D(j-l) (X) 
J (j-1)! I I 

where (j 1) means differentiation, and on the other hand, 

.s.(i) _ A(i,i) _ -'(id) _ A(i.i) _ _ __ 1 __ 
Ul - ·-':111 - -r:122 - -r:133 - ••• - _ 

Di(l·;) 

-'(i) _ 4(i,O _ "(i,O _ .,(i,i) _ _ __ ~ [ 1 ] __ D;(i'i) 
U.) -../. 19 - -1:1')3 - -/';134 - ••• - -
- - - d}'i D;(I.i) Df(}·J 

Furthermore, 
k;-j 

/ ,.(i) - ~ -, q(II) (/-) 
'ji - ...;;. Uki-j-II~'1 n-/ .; 

h=O 

(j= 1,2, .. . ,k;) 

(l = 1,2, ... , n). 

(125) 

(126) 

D';(i.;) 
')D2(- ) - i)'; 

(127) 

The latter remarks show that in principle, the fourth method is equivalent 
to the third method yielding the corresponding matrix elements w)/) hy appro
priate recursive formulas. Eq. (127) also connects the fourth and the second 
method. 
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'Ve also remark that polynomials q)!)(i.), (s = 0, I, ... , k i I, k = s, ... 
n-I) may be expressed in terms of Nn-k(i.) and its derivatives, where NI(i.i) 
([=0, I, 2, ... n) are given in Eq. (51). The elements in the (n-k)-th column 
of matrix Q can be expressed as 

"-1 
q}~)(i.) = ~ Nn_di.)I.k-h-l 

h=O 
(k = I, ... ,11-1) (I28) 

/;-1 

q~?l(}.) = ~ N:,_h (i.) i.k-h-l 
h=l 

and in general 

Here 

Nn(i·) = N~-l (i.) = ~! N~-2 (i,) = ... = I 

and 

7\- (") "/' l~n-k I. = I.' + an-k-tl i. Un-k === 

(I29} 

(130) 

(131 ) 

Previously we observed that polynomials NI (i. i) could also be obtained by 
HORNER'S scheme. The same is valid also for Nf(i.i), (1/2) N';(i.i) if coefficier:ts 
iil , are replaced by 

-(1) - N (" ) ai' - j I' I'i (132) 

and 
-\2) _ 7\"(") ai' - lYzrl'i' (133) 

respectively. The procedure can be continued for higher derivatives. 
Eqs (128) ... (131) put the connection between the second and fourth 

method in a new light. 

13. Fourth Conclusion 

This method avoids partial fraction expansion technique as well at' 
LAPLACE transforms. Only simple recursiYe algorithms are used. For obtaining 
D the method requires repeated differentiation of the characteristic equation, 
which, however, is not very complicated and can further be facilited by Eq. 

3* 
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(125). The in .... erse matrix D-l of D is also relati .... ely easy to obtain. The 
polynomials qf.(}.) invoh·ed are of the same structure, only .... arious substitutions 
are necessary. 

The drawback of the method is shown in Eq. (108) referring to matrix 
multiplication. Also some other numerical computations are necessary. 

The fourth method can be regarded as a .... ariant of the third method. 
Principally it gi .... es perhaps less insight into the essence of the in .... erse VAl'iDER

}lOl'iDE matrix but at the same time it is more suitable for numerical computa
tions and easily programmable for digital computers. 

The insight can, howe .... er, be somewhat enhanced by the relationships 
in Eqs (125), (126) and (127) as well as (128) ... (130). 

14. An Illustrative Example 

For the VAl'iDER\lOl'iDE matrix gi .... en in the third example (in Chapter 
8) by Eqs (112), (113); (123) and (124) the matrix Q can be obtained as 

r -I 

12 40 51 31 9 1 
12 28 23 8 1 0 

Q= 12 16 7 I 0 0 
6 23 34 23 8 I 
3 10 12 6 1 0 
4 16 25 19 7 1 

L -l 

Applying Eq. (119) 

dP) = 2, d~J) 5; d~r) = 4; di~) = . - I, d~") = 2: di:l) = 8 

yielding 

D, ~[ 
0 0 2 

l; D, ~[ _: 
--1 l 0 2 5 

2 D3 [-8]. 
2 ;) 4 

From Eqs (121), (122) 

bP) = 0.5, 6~1) = - 1.25; 6~1) = 2.125; 6\") 

yieldin a . e 

r -I 

2.125 1.25 0.5 0 0 0 
-1.25 0.5 0 0 0 0 

D-l = 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -2 I 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 --0.125 

-l 
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Through Eq. (108) W = V-I is ohtained. It is 'worth mentioning that 

.-o 
o 
1 

o 
1 
o 

r 
o 
o 
o 1 
1 0 

.1 
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and premultiplying matrix Q with the latter means the change of rO'W5 III Q, 
50 finally 

.- -I 

12 16 7 1 0 o I 
12 28 23 8 1 Oi 

L -1 = T-ID-IQ 12 40 51 31 9 1 I 
3 10 12 6 1 

~I 6 23 34 24 8 
4 16 25 19 7 1 I 

L -' 

is the inverse of the modal matrix 

L TV 

yielding the principal yariant and satisfying Eq. (10). (For the elements of 
T and T-l see the third example in Chapter 8.) 

15. Final Conclusions 

The purpose of this pa per is to compare the yarious methods of conver
Eion from phase-yariable form to J ORDA:N canonical form, in case of multiple 
eigenvalues, or to diagonal form, in case of distinct eigenvalues. In such cases 
the confluent or original V ANDERMONDE matrix may play an important role: 
that of a modal matrix. The determination of the inverse VANDERl\IONDE 

matrix is not a trivial one and three various methods were shown to obtain 
it. For sake of comparison a method completely eliminating the VANDER

:\IOl'\DE matrices was also shown. 
The paper aims also at making a comparison and revealing the connec

tion links between the various methods. At the same time the advantages 
and drawbacks of each method are also summarized. To the author's knowledge, 
no such a relatively complete review of the problem exists to now. 

Some elaborated examples illustrate the theoretical considerations. 
Besides of its reviewing and critic character, the paper pretends also to 

priority in some points: 
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1. To the author's knowledge, the paper is likely to be the first to give 
a complete solution of the first method for any number of repeated eigen
values (See Eqs (5), (7), (10), (28) and (29) also Fig. 2). This method seems 
be the simplest and the most straightforward one. 

2. The second method suggested originally by BECK and LAi.'i"cE [19] 
is here derived supposing an unforced system subject to special initial condi
tions. The element wW of the inverse VANDERHOi.'i"DE matrix can be obtained 
by partial fraction expansion, see Eq. (49). The element w~) is the coefficient 
belonging to (8- J.i)-j and simultaneously it is the coefficient of the i-th modal 
transient process of the first phase-variable subject to the initial condition 
of the loth phase-variable xz(O) and belonging to the j-th multiplicity, see Eq. 
(54). The identification of the nature of the coefficients ul;l gives a deep insight 
into the processes involved. 

3. The connection between the first and the second method is manifest 
from Eq. (62) where elements cji) of row vector cT are given in terms of matrix 
elements wj~ and coefficients bk , that is, elements bl; of row vector c~. The 
same connection is also expressed in Eq. (79). 

4. The paper shows how HERiYIlTE interpolation, as a generalization of 
LAGRANGE interpolation, may facilitate the inversion of the confluent VANDER

iYIONDE matrix. In our case, we have to do with special HERl\IlTE KRONECKER 

polynomials Pj(ip.). The auxiliary coefficients Aj;·i) may be obtained from Eqs 
(96), (97), (98) and (101), (102) and (105). The procedure is easy to be continued 
if necessary. 

The HERl\IITE KROi.'i"ECKER polynomial, here introduced perhaps for the 
first case, may be precalculated as shown by an example in Table 3. 

Two special cases, that of distinct eigenvalues and that of a single repeated 
eigenvalue, are quite simplified. The first case leads to LAGRANGE interpola
tion, the second one to binomial interpolations. 

5. For numerical computations the KAUFl\lAl' method· seems to be the 
best because it avoids differentiation and partial fraction expansion technique 
as well as LAPLAcE transforms. These are replaced by relatively simple recursive 
algorithms. 

For manual calculation, expressions with derivatives are perhaps more 
perspicuous, therefore we derived Eqs (125) ... (127) as well as Eqs (128) ... 
(130). These groups of equations are connection links between the second, 
third and fourth methods. 

6. Although the second method determines the columns of the inverse 
VANDERMOl'DE matrix whereas the third and the fourth method their rows, 
all the three methods are essentially the same. This is pointed out by the fact 
that on the one hand 

(134) 
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which yields the first method, and on the other hand, according to the LEIBNIZ 

rule of deriyation 

(135) 

which yields the second or third method as 

(') 1 d(Ii-I) 1 (' ') (' ') (' ') i\' = lim --- = A',', = A,,"', = A',' , " 
S-i,i (k -I)! dS(iH) Di(S) 1,1. _,h-,-I 3,"'_ 

(l36) 

and, by the way, 
1 dUe-I) 

d~) = lim , Di(S), 
Hi,i (k - I)! dS(k-I) 

(137) 

Also 

q(P)/ (") = _1_ i\T(P) n- '", ~ ~ / . 
p! 

(138) 

7. In contrast to other papers dealing with the same topic such as [19, 
21, 24, 25], this paper also points to the fact that by the inversion of the 
VANDERMONDE matrix the problem of transforming the phase-variable form 
into a JORDAN canonical form is but partly solved. 

The paper emphasizes that VANDER;.vIONDE matrices are not the best 
modal matrices. In order to obtain the simplest JORDAN form, that is, the 
principal variant, h must assume the form given in Eq. (10). This can be realized 
by introducing a commutativity transformation matrix T. The commuta
tivity matrix and its inverse are both upper triangular matrices, each having 
equal elements in each diagonal. Moreover the elements of T are given by the 
element W):; in the last column of W = V-I, see Eq. (i5). The elements of 
T-I are relatively easy to compute as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Recurrent 

relationships are also given, see Eqs (77) and (78). 
By the way 

and 

r<!) = d<!) = 1 D\k-I) (}.') 
k k (k -I)!' , 

1 
[ 

d(k-I) 1 JI 
t(i) - b<i) -
k - k - (k -I)! dS(k-l) Di(S) 1,i.=I ... 

(139) 

(140) 
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Summary 

This paper compares four methods for the conversion from phase-variable form to 
canonical J ORDA;,\ form: the LAPLACE transform method, the inversion of the confluent VAC'i
DER'.IIQC'iDE matrix by LAPLACE transforms, by HER1IITE-KROC'iECKER polynomials and by 
recursive formulas. It is emphasized that the last three methods are only partial solutions to 
the problem and commutativity matrices should also be introduced. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each method are analyzed. Some examples are 
also given for the sake of illustration. 
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